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Just winning the Southern Conference wasn't enough...

Johnson captures coach-of-the-year honors
By Lee Guarnella

The oldest continuously
published newspaper in
Bulloch County

Sports Editor

Sports

Championship
slips away

The Eagles beat FAMU
in the first round of the
playoffs but then lost to
Delaware, 16-7, to end
the championship run.
Please see story,
page 6

Entertainment

'Titanic' tops at
box office

The James Cameron
epic has grossed $157.7
million to date.
Please see story,
page 8

Weather

When coach Johnson came to GSU, the
football team and all of it's supporters
were hoping for a rewarding season. One
that would help dispel all thoughts of the
lackluster performance last year.
Not only were the team and fans rewarded with a 10-3 record, Southern Conference championship, and a ranking of
eighth in the nation, but Coach Paul
Johnson was rewarded with several
Coach-of-the-Year honors.
Johnson was given Coach-of-the-Year
honors by the Southern Conference in
both Sports Media Association and
Coaches polls.
Johnson also received the Schutt Sports/
American Football Quarterly NCAA Division 1-AA Coach-of-the-Year as well as
the AFCA Division 1-AA Region II Coachof-the-Year award.
Johnson deflected the praise for his
accomplishments to his staff and players.
"I just give a lot of credit to the players
and the staff for having such a great year,"
Johnson said.
GSU Athletic Director Sam Baker was
quick to point out his enthusiasm on Coach
Johnson's success.
"I think Coach Johnson and his staff
did a great job, I think they have started
the process of rebuilding the program,
building back the support of not only the
general public but also the student body."
"He has done just a phenomenal job
and his staff has worked very hard to put
the program in the right direction," Baker

Paul Johnson

File Photo

said.
The football team has indeed been put
in the right direction. The coaching staff
and players together have turned out an
incredible turn-around season setting all
kinds of GSU and National records.
Ten wins in a season is the most the
Eagles have seen since 1993, a 9-2 regular
season is the Eagles best since 1989, and
the 1997 team was only the fifth in the 16. year history to win nine games in a season.

GSU student arrested in
connection with series of
armed robberies

The crowd and the players went wild after Paul Johnson led the Eagles to their
Homecoming victory over Fiirman which clinched the Southern Conference Championship.
GSU gained only its second Conference Championship and made a +5.0 turnaround from a 4-7 season in 1996, the
NCAA's 20th most-improved 1-AA team
in history.
Johnson also set the GSU regular-season record for wins by a first-year head
coach at nine wins and became only the
second Southern Conference coach since
1984 to win the league title in his first

year.
Baker thinks this is just the beginning
of a new winning tradition at GSU.
"I think so," Baker said. "He's (Johnson)
working hard right now on the recruiting
trail and they are all getting ready for a
new season."
"They've got some goals left to meet and
one of those is to start winning national
championships," Baker said.

Bookstore bustle

By Michael Abbott

at Arby's on Fair Road. The suspect attempted to rob a driveA GSU student, Jeremy Ray through employee.
The Dec. 22 armed robbery of
of University Pointe, was arrested in connection with the re- a pizza delivery man on Knight
cent chain of armed robberies of Drive.
The armed robbery of a clerk
several local businesses.
After a month-long investiga- at the Peking Restaurant on Dec.
tion, Ray, 21, was taken into cus- 23. There were also guests in the
tody and charged with five counts restaurant at the time.
On Dec. 31, the armed robbery
of armed robbery along with a
of the Fast 'n Easy convenience
number of other charges.
The several local businesses store on Lanier Drive.
Ray was also charged with
were terrorized by masked gunmen. In a couple of cases, there burglarizing a Knight Drive
were still guests in the restau- apartment between Dec. 6 and
rant. Although the robbers fired Jan. 2, misdemeanor possession
their guns in at least one in- of marijuana, and various other
charges.
stance, no injuries were reported.
"The police did a great job,"
Ray, a senior due to graduate
from GSU this year, was charged "Johnson said. "And I'm just glad
with the following crimes:
it's over."
The Dec. 17 armed robbery of
Chief Richard Malone apthe Mellow Mushroom. Hill plauded all the uniformed officJohnson, the owner, reported ers and detectives involved for
there were shots fired while there their long month of hard work.
The incidents are still under
were still guests in the restauinvestigation and details are berant.
On Dec. 21, the criminal at- ing withheld because additional
tempt to commit armed robbery arrests are forthcoming.
Staff Writer
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Today:
Scattered
' thunderstorms with a
high in the Iower70s and
a low in the mid-60s.
Friday: Scattered
thunderstorms with a
high in the mid-60s and
a low in the mid-50s.

Today's Word

tro'chal (TROk'l) adj.
pertaining to wheels
Source: Weird Words
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It is a desire of The GeorgeAnne to print the news of Georgia Southern University as accurately as possible. If you believe that something covered is
in error, contact the editor at
681-5246 as soon as possible.
Thank you.
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FAX NUMBERS: 871-1357,681-0863
LANDRUM BOX: 8001
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Liked By Many, Cussed
By Some...
Read By Them All
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Students know that nothing marks the beginning of a new quarter better than the stampede for books.

Survey: Electronic harassment on the rise Internet courses allow

The Associated Press

Worcester.
"They seem to think they can be anybody they
want to be — that they can do things or try out
behaviors they never would otherwise," said
Richardson, the survey's author.
"Some WPI students
have found ways to dis-

WORCESTER, Mass. — More and more college
and university students are using their newly rewired dormitories to send harassing e-mail and
hate speech, hack into private files and commit
other electronic crimes.
.
Two-thirds of 400 colOOME STUDENTS FEEL
guise themselves by going
leges surveyed by
Worcester Polytechnic
iNVUlNERABLE ONCE THEY GET
?%£££!&£
Institute reported incion another network,"
dents of sexual harassBEHIND THE KEYBOARD.
Richardson said. "But as
ment by computer, 60
bright as they are, we are
percent said student computer accounts had been used without permission, almost always able to identify them."
According to Richardson, one of the more serious
half reported damage or menacing acts by hackers
and 37 percent said students had been the victims cases exposed occurred at WPI itself. A male student there was harassing a former girlfriend at
of electronic hate messages.
The survey also found that, in half the schools another college, she said.
"It went on and on, and got worse and worse,"
polled, students had downloaded pornographic
Richardson
said. "He found a way to send a very
words or pictures into the computers in their dormisuggestive
message
to a faculty member at her
tory rooms.
campus
and
make
it
look
like she had sent it."
"Some students feel invulnerable once they get
After several months, WPI's computer center
behind the keyboard," Janet Begin Richardson,
WPI's dean of students and assistant vice president systems administrator tracked down the offending
for student affairs, told the Telegram & Gazette of student.

students to study at home

The Associated Press

TWIN FALLS, Idaho — Electronic courses offered through the
College of Southern Idaho are
allowing students who cannot get
to the campus the chance to pursue their educations.
The college is currently offering English 101 over the Internet
and has 11 broadcast courses.
Instructor Ken Bingham
teaches his English class once a
week via a computer program
that allows him to lead students
in an online discussion. His computer screen splits into as many
sections as there are students.
From his computer in Twin Falls,
Bingham can see what a student
in Burley is typing.
"Whatever you type is right
there, just as if you were opening
your mouth and sticking your

foot in it," Bingham said.
Lauren Wright, 16, recently
finished Bingham's class.
The Wendell High School junior took the class for college
credit. Taking English 101 on
the campus would not have been
possible, Wright said, because
she did not have time to spend
three hours a week in class.
Colleen Conner, 41, of
Dietrich, also recently finished
Bingham's class. The course allowed her to go to school and still
be home with her children.
Conner said she liked the direct
line she had to Bingham through
e-mail and said it gave her more
individual attention.
Students enrolled in broadcast courses watch them on television and mail assignments, but
have to come to campus for tests. *
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, POLICE BEAT

Statesboro Police Department

January 6,1998
•April Abbey, 20, of
Hinesville, was charged with
DUI and weaving.
•Michael James, 21, of
Clairborne Avenue, was
charged with DUI and defective equipment.
January 5,1998
•Christina Ward, 19, of Park
Place, was charged with DUI
and speeding.
•Malika Rashid, of Eagles
Nest, reported that someone
broke into her apartment and
stole a CD player.
•A resident of Robin Hood
Trail reported a case of simple
battery.
•A resident of Campus
Courtyard reported a case of
harassment.
•Wesley Hall, of Players
Club, reported that someone
stole $30 in change, GNC products and a neon beer sign from
his apartment.

[

•Natasha Collins, of Eagles
Court, reported that her car had
been keyed.
January 4,1998
•Edwin Thomas, of Eagle
Walk, reported that someone
removed the screen and broke
the lock on his apartment window.
•Lutricia Lockhart, of Stadium Walk, reported that her
apartment had been burglarized.
•Josh Hancock, of Campus
Courtyard, reported that his
apartment had been burglarized.
January 3,1998
•Jeremy Ray, 21, of University Pointe, was charged with
burglary, criminal attempt
armed robbery, armed robbery,
misdemeanor possession of
marijuana and possession of a
firearm during the commission
of a felony.
•Tyrone Maze, 22, of Lanier
Drive, was charged with carry-

ing a concealed weapon, no insurance and no tag light.
•Susan Nugent, of Players
Club, reported that someone
broke into her apartment and
stole a formal dress.
•Corey Oldknow, of Players
Club, reported that someone
broke into his apartment and
and stole a computer, VCR, CD's
and a phone.
January 2,1998
•Leon Mack, of Lodge Apartments, reported that someone
entered his apartment and stole
a microwave and stereo.
•Scott Bryant, of Campus
Courtyard, reported that a VCR
and answering machine had
been stolen from his apartment.
January 1,1998
•Brian Sexton, 19, of Brooklet, was charged with DUI and
improper start.
December 31,1997
• Jason Jones, 18, of Orlando,
FL, was charged wtih posses-

ANNO UNCEMENTS

Things to do at GSU
Ongoing
*
• The Division of Continuing
Education and Public Service
is offering a one-day interactive workshop identifying the
components of successful special event planning from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. on Jan. 27. Cost
of the course is $55, and will be
held in the Southern Center.
To register call 681- 5551.
•The Miss Georgia Southern
University Pageant is accepting entries for the 50th Annual Miss GSU Scholarship
Pageant. Only full-time GSU
students who have completed a
full quarter at GSU are eligible.
A $1,500 scholarship is awarded

to the winner who will represent GSU in the Miss Georgia
Pageant in June of 1998. Entry
forms are available in the
Russell Union room 2024.
Forms are due by 5 p.m. on
Friday, Jan. 9. The pageant
will be held Jan. 31 at 7 p.m.
•Theatre and Performance will be holding auditions for "Measure for Measure" on Jan. 12 and 13 at 7
p.m. in the McCroan Auditorium.
•The Southern Center for
Continuing Education and Public Service is offering courses
on computer use. "The Basics
of Personal Computers" will
be offered from 5:30 p.m. to 9:30
p.m. on Jan. 9 and from 6 to 10

p.m. on Jan. 13. The course
covers components such as
printers, monitors, modems and
scanners and is ideal for persons who recently received a
computer or are interested in
purchasing one.
• "Software Overview"
will be held from 8 a.m. to noon
on Jan. 10 and again from 6 to
10 p.m. on Jan. 14. Participants will receive a brief overview of the Windows 95 environment and explore basic Windows applications such as
spreadsheets, databases, desktop publishing and presentations.
• "Internet Overview" is
scheduled from 1 to 5 p.m. on
Jan. 10 and again from 6 to 10

sion of marijuana.

Two GSU students killed
in unrelated car accidents

By Kelley McGonnell
News Editor

Two GSU students were killed
in unrelated automobile accidents over the Christmas holidays.
Matthew Gerard Tollett and
John William Wages both lost
their lives when they were
thrown from their cars and then
December 25,1997
pinned
under the vehicles.
•David Coradini, of Stadium
Tollett,
a 21-year-old pre-busiWalk, reported that his apartness
major
and Flowery Branch.,
ment had been burglarized and
two VCRs, a CD player, CD's, Ga. native, was killed in an
TV, answering machine, two automobile accident in Hall
rings, baseball bats and cloth- County on Dec. 11.
Tollett lost control of his veing were stolen.
hicle and the car went down an
embankment. Tollett was
December 24,1997
thrown from his car and the car
•Jennifer Chapman, of rolled on top of him and killed
Terrell Street, reported a bur- him, according to The Times.
glary.
A passenger, who was wearEditor's Note: Police Beat ap- ing his seatbelt, sustained only
pears in every issue of The minor injuries.
George-Anne in an effort to inSurvivors include his parents,
form the GSU community of the Douglas J. and Brenda Howell
amount, nature and location of Tollett; brothers and sister-incrimes. All reports are public law, Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Jusrecord and as such are obtained tin Tollett, Jr.; Mark Patrick
from the Statesboro Police De- Tollett, Johnathan Wayne
partment and the GSU Divi- Tollett; niece, Julianna Tollett
sion of Public Safety.
and grandmother, Kathryn
Howell of Texas.
Instead of flowers, the family
asked that contributions be made
to the Matthew Gerard Tollett
p.m. on Thursday, Jan. 15. This Scholarship Fund, Pinecrest
class will cover the three most Academy, 2482 Jett Ferry Road,
common areas of the Internet: No. 680 A-7, Dunwoody, Ga. 3chat, e-mail and the World Wide 338.
John William Wages, a 19Web.
December 28,1997
• Shellman Burton, of Campus Courtyard, reported that
his apartment had been burglarized.

Today
• The Statesboro Astronomy
Club will present "Observing
the Sky" at 7:30 p.m. in the
GSU Planetarium in the Math/
Physics/Psychology Building.
The presentation is free and
open to the public.
• The final SOAR information session will be held at 8
p.m. in room 2042 of the Russell
Union. Find out how to become
a student leader and get paid
for it.

year-old general business/finance and Economics major, was
killed in Barrow County on Dec.
5 in an accident that occurred
while he was involved in a chase
with a Barrow County Sheriffs
Deputy, according to The Winder
News.
Wages, a Bethlehem, Ga. native, was pronounced dead at Columbia Varrow Medical Center
where he was transported after
the accident.
Wages' car was spotted by the
deputy parked on the side of the
road. When the deputy approached the car, Wages' drove
off.
The officer returned to his car
and pulled Wages over. Wages
then drove away again and the
deputy gave chase but did not
find Wages until he spotted the
car overturned on the side of the
road. Wages had been thrown
from the car and was pinned
underneath it.
Barrow County police do not
know why Wages fled.
"We're just looking for anything that will explain why this
young man tried to flee from the
deputy," Lt. Kenny Kilgore of
the Barrow County Sheriffs Department said. "From what I
understand, he was a good kid."
He is survived by his parents,
Don and Susan Wages; his sister, Meridith Wages; grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Jim Odum
and great-grandmother, Mary
Kee Smith, all of Bethlehem.

The George-Anne is looking
for serious, hard-working and
dedicated writers to work in
ail departments. Please stop
by rm. 2023 of the Williams
Center and fill out an

HALL & SULLIVAN The easiest pick up at GSU...

DUI

304 S. ZETTEROWER AVE. 489-2831

Located at Unon Station.
In the Russell Union

CAT MOR
cLHlcLClh)

Don't miss our
Grand Opening
this Friday.
Jan. 9, 1998
at 10:30 a.m.

Hours:

7:30 am - 9:00 pm Mon-Fri
Closed Saturday & Sunday
Located at the Union Station,
inside the Russell Union

WINTER 1998 ISSUE
Leave us a message, 681-5305
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ONLY IN AMERICA...
O Califorria

First babies of year
born to fatiers with
samename
The Associated Fess

Death row inmate wants to
sell tickets to his execution

that he wasn't the only expectant father named Scott Hanson
in the area. Blake's father had
talked about the impending birth
of his child on his weekly radio
show.

The Associated Press

©Ohio
Judge orders drunk
driver to live near bar

SACRAMBSfTO — It was a
real strange iie for first 1998
baby in Sacr/mento County.
The Associated Press
Two babifS, both 20 inches
HILLSBORO — A man with
long, were torn at 1:04 a.m. on
New Year's 3ay. And both have 18 drunken driving convictions
has been sentenced to live within
fathers naned Scott Hanson.
"It's just too much of a coin- walking distance of a liquor store
cidence," Claudia Hanson of or bar to try to keep him from
Rocklin said. Claudia, 34, and driving drunk again.
"It's my hope that he'll walk to
her husbard, Scott Hanson, a
34-year-old United Parcel Ser- get his beer and wine rather than
vice drivei, are the parents of drive," Judge James Hapner said.
the baby girl, Nicole Claudia "Whether it will work or not, I
Hanson, born at Kaiser don't know."
Dennis Cayse, 50, has been
Permanente Medical Center.
charged with DUI at least 24
She weighed in at 8 >ounds.
The other Scott Hmson is a times since 1971. He's been sent
31-year-old investment coun- to prison twice, and the state of
selor from El DoradcHills. His Ohio has permanently revoked
wife, Valerie, 29, ga-e birth to his driver's license.
"He doesn't deny he's an alcoBlake Thomas Haison — 8
pounds, 15 ounces — at Mercy holic," Hapner said. "He just
doesn't see that as a problem."
Hospital in Folsom
Cayse's most recent convicWhen the nurses at Mercy
informed the coupe that the tion came last,month. His wife,
Kaiser baby also hares their Connie Cayse, was convicted for
last name, it wastoo much to allowing an unlicensed driver to
swallow. Blake's ather called operate a motor vehicle.
In an order, Hapner gave
Kaiser just to m;ke sure.
"It has been .-lot of fun to Cayse a suspended 1 1/2-year
have the first d.y of my son's jail sentence and placed him on
life be so excitiig," Blake's fa- probation for five years.
Cayse must spend the first
ther said. "He'sjoing to have a
lot of great footige to look back week of the next five years in j ail.
The couple must move near a
on."
Nicole's fither said he bar or liquor store by Jan. 31.
learned a couple of weeks ago The order defines "easy walking

distance" as 3/8 of a mile in the
country and 1/2 a mile in a city.

© California

Leafblower ban
sparks hunger strike
The Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — Eight gardeners vowed to continue a hunger strike at City Hall unless the
City Council reconsiders a
citywide ban on the use of gaspowered leafblowers in residential neighborhoods.
About a dozen gardeners gathered at the south steps of City
Hall, including the hunger strikers. They promised to remain on
the south steps of City Hall until
city officials consider taking the
leafblower ban off the books.
"The people that are against
us complain from their million
dollar homes in west Los Angeles, drinking their cappuccinos,"

said Alvaro Huerta, spokesman
for the Association of Latin
American Gardeners. "For gardeners to be deprived of this
technology is not just."
In December, the City Council approved an ordinance banning the use of gas-powered
leafblowers within 500 feet of
homes. The law won't be enforced until police and city officials figure out a plan to issue
citations.
Tens of thousands of gardeners would lose 50 percent of
their income if the ban is enforced, forcing them to hike
their bill for yardwork, Huerta
said.
The council failed to pass an
amendment in December that
would have lowered the punishment from $1,000 and six
months injail to $100 and $170
in court assessments.
Council members will vote
on the amendment.

New Year's baby photo in newspaper leads to father's arrest
The Associated press

LOGAN, Ohio — Joseph
White couldn't resist mugging
for the newspaper when hi; wife
gave birth to the city's firslbaby
of the year.
Now he's got a police imgshot
to go with it.
Logan police recojnized
White, who was wantedfor al-

legedly assaulting a police officer, from the three-column
photo of the first baby of the year
on the front page of the Logan
Daily News.
"I told him he was a fool for
smiling for the front page. But I
guess you've got to be proud of
something," police Officer Matt
Speckman said.

Police went to the hospital the
next morning to arrest White,
but he had already left. At noon,
the hospital called police to say
White had just picked up his
wife.
Speckman said police chased
White after spotting him near
the hospital. He said the chase
resulted in speeds of up to 75

EYE EXA]V SPECIAL!

Free Prescription Sunglasses

Contact Exam r3 month supply*
disposable ontact lenses $90

SOUTHERN EYECARE

Eyeglass/Eye lealth Exam $35
Contact Lens & lyeglass Exam $50

*2 boxes Acuvue, or Ebmedic, clear Newview, SQ1I

PETER LAVGENFELD, OD
Adjacent Suthern Eyecare -*•
625 Brarjen Street, Suite 6
Statesboro
(91,0 764-7777

Buy 1 pair eyeglasses at normal low price
& receive a free pair Rx Sunglasses*
PRICES START AT $50
*Offer expires July 1, 1998. Some restrictions apply
625 Brannen Street, Suite 7
Statesboro

(912) 764-2020

1 -2 hours most classes & bifocals. Custom orders 2 days

Exams include glaucma screening, refraction, dilation
Valid Rx required tcpurchase contacts or eyeglasses.

Ma

LA Waters

mph in 25 mph residential areas.
White finally stopped the car
at his grandmother's house and
was arrested without incident,
Speckman said. The mother and
newborn were not injured.

MICHIGAN CITY, Ind. —An
inmate on Indiana's death row
wants to sell tickets to his execution for $1,000 each so he can
donate the funds to a children's
charity.
But state prison officials say
Robert Allen Smith's plan runs
contrary to Indiana law.
State statute allows Smith to
choose 10 people to witness his
execution.
His plan was to sell those
places to the first 10 people willing to donate $1,000 to a
children's charity in memory of
Janelle Kaiser, the 2-year-old
child murdered by the inmate
Smith killed.

"I'm going to die," said Smith,
scheduled to be executed by lethal injection at midnight Jan.
29.
"Maybe one kid could get
something out of it. I'm a menace
to society. I want to give back on
my way out."
But Indiana law prohibits inmates from soliciting funds or
contributions while in prison.
"Based on the statute, the department believes this prohibits
him (from selling his seats)," said
Pam Pattison, Indiana Department of Correction spokeswoman.
Smith has not sought the consent of DOC officials, Pattison
said.

Do You Have a Problem?

\\

V

Then See

Mrs. Grace
Psychic Reader and Advisor

*

Mrs. Grace will tell your past-present-future. She was born gifted to\
help you no matter what your problems might beHealth. Happiness. Love. Marriage. Business, Job. etc.

Special Readings $10.00 (with this ad)

1113 Highway 301 South, Statesboro, Ga (across from Ogeechee Tech)
Open 7 Days
(912)871-4487

LUTHERAN
STUDENT
FELLOWSHIP
WINTER QUARTER MEETINC
JANUARY 13, 1998
7:30 P.M.
RUSSELL .UNION ROOM 2042
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:

St. Paul's Church
Pastor Mark QL Louderback

681-2481

STPAUL@BULLOCH.COM

You've asked for it... so
we're giving it to you!
BALANCING THE SCALES:
A WEIGHT MANAGEMENT

So. Eyecare & Dr.

Highway 80 i

Hardees

Call now to find
out how you can
receive free
Internet Service
for up to six
months!

Come learn the right way to
eat and exercise so you
can be your healthiest.

...artl let PeachNet/campusMCI Internet bring

the
world
to your fingertips!

SM

Cruisiig the Internet has never been easier! With PeachNet/campusMCI lnternet
you on now Jump on the NetSM for just $12 a month and a low one-time activation
fee c $10. And if you sign up now, you'll receive a coupon worth $10* off your
Intenet bill! All you have to do is give us a call - and then the world will be yours.
Plu, you'll get:
•Jo** hours of local access per month
• •ree local access from 12a.m. - 7a.m. daily
•Access to e-mail, chat lines and news groups (at no extra charge)
•Free personal home pages***

So what are you waiting for?

Jump on the Net today!!!
Call 1-800-275-9082 now!

latessubject to change.
'ilO (Dupon is valid for users who sigh up between Jan 1 and Ma'ch 3. 1998. Coupon expires April 30th, 1998.
"S.95oreach additional hour billed in one-minute increments. Remote access is available for an additional charge of $.10 per minute
' 'Perscnil home page provided by College Club. Storage of your home page is also provided at no extra charge.
Your Internet service is provided by MCI Telecommunications Corporation under the program of tampusMCI"
©1998.MCI Telecommunications Corporation. All rights reserved.

This four week class is FREE, but
seating is limited so you must register
at the fitness Extension or the Health
Education Office.
Class meets every Tuesday from 5-6 PM
starting January 20th.
Call 871-1732 for more information.
Sponsored by the Hearth Education Office, a department of
GSU Hearth Services, and Campus Recreation and Intramurals.
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Taking a look back at what 1997 had to offer
Our Opinion
Wearing seatbelts can save
your life and they are the law

Wearing a seatbelt can save your life. Two GSU
students were killed over the Christmas break because
they were not wearing seatbelts. In one instance, the
passenger was belted in and sustained only minor injuries; the driver was not wearing a seatbelt, he was
thrown from the car and the vehicle landed on him.
The state of Georgia is cracking down on seatbelt
offenders. In Statesboro, if a driver or adult passenger is
ticketed for not wearing a seatbelt, it will cost them
$25.25. If a child is not in a seatbelt, it will cost $36.75.
Many people incorrectly believe that the police will not
pull over a car solely for a seatbelt violation; they claim
that they must first be pulled over for speeding or some
other violation. But this is simply not true. The police
will pull a car over just for seatbelt violations.
More often than not, having a seatbelt on during an
accident will protect passengers. Injuries in minor accidents will be significantly less if seatbelts are used, and
in major accidents, seatbelts may be the only chance for
survival. Horror stories of people being trapped in vehicles by their seatbelts are rarely anything but works of
fiction.
Putting your seatbelt on before you pull out should
become a habit whether you are the driver or a passenger. It will not only save your life, but it will save you a
ticket.
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Well, the new year has begun and now it's time to take a
look back at 1997, which was a
hectic and unpredictable year
for The George-Anne, the GSU
campus, as well as the
Statesboro community.
This past year saw some interesting events take place at
GSU.
From GSU student Bobby
Fulghum, literally taking his
show on the road and winding up
a contestant on the game show
"The Price Is Right," to Eagle
head football coach Paul Johnson
bringing back some South Georgia football pride.
October 14,1997 gaveyou (our
readers) the story, I feel, was
one of the best investigative stories of the year. Former GSU
football coach Tim Stowers filed
a lawsuit in the State Court of
Fulton County seeking unspecified damages against GSU,
Southern Boosters and several
other GSU officials. Stowers'
lawsuit alleged that he was fired
without cause and did not receive payment for the remaining
part of his salary, which was a
violation of the terms of his contract. I'm sorry to say that The
George-Anne has not, to date,
followed up on this story, due to
a lack of new developments, but
stay tuned to your campus newspaper for more on this story if
something should pop up.
GSU students were outraged
once again when they heard the
news that parking fines would

increase. According to Robert
Chambers, director of GSU's
Parking and Transportation, the
increase was made to ensure
that the penalties would serve
as an effective deterrent to
inappropriate behavior.
The

time. If you doubt it, just ask
Bobby and he'll quickly change
your mind.
The George-Anne reported on
April 1 that the University of
Tennessee at Chattanooga had
considered GSU President

HOPEFULLY, HENRY WILL CONTINUE AS A PART OF
GSU FOR A LONG TIME TO COME. THINGS JUST
WOULDN'T BE THE SAME WITHOUT GSU'S TRUE BIG
MAN WITH THE BIG RED CAR.
new ticket fines included a new
$10 fine for a vehicle occupying
more than one space (the old
fine was $5) to $50 for unauthorized possession of a parking
permit (the old fine was $15).
Dreams came true for one
GSU student when the words
"Come on down" gave him the
chance to live out a childhood
dream.
Bobby Fulghum, a senior
education major at GSU, proved
two things when he was announced as the first contestant
on the game show: dreams
sometimes come true and insanity does kick in at the wrong

Nicholas Henry as their next
chancellor. Sorry, that was no
April Fool's story. Henry was
one of six finalists who were being considered for the position.
For those who didn't know,
this was the third time in
three years that Henry's name
had been mentioned in connection with a job opening at other
state university systems. Well,
I'm glad to say he was eliminated from the race for the position, which concluded late
spring quarter.
Hopefully,
Henry will continue as a part of
GSU for a long time to come.
Things just wouldn't be the

same without GSU's true big
man with the tig red car.
South Georgia football history was reboni in Statesboro
with help from USU head football coach Paul Johnson and
his Eagles. Johison and company brought hone a Southern
Conference title and made it to
the second rouad of the Division I-AA playofs before being
- eliminated by the Delaware J
Blue Hens.
On the heels of several national publicized stories surroundiig drinking and college
fraternties, two national Greek
fraternties who have chapters
on the GSU campus, Sigma Nu
and PH Delta Theta, announced they were considering
going abohol-free by the year
2000.
GSU feuly "Set It Off as the
1997 Hooecoming King and
Queen w<te crowned. Alpha
Kappa Al]ha Sorority made it
back-to-bads wins as Kimberly
Handberry,a senior public relations major from Millen, Ga.,
was crownei Queen. Marcus
Norman, a senior secondary
education my'or with an emphasis in bio'ogy, represented
the Minority Advisement Program (MAP) aid was crowned
King.
With a year\ike that, what
does 1998 have 'n store for us?
Well, it's early irithe year, but I
sense something mormous coming and believe me, The GeorgeAnne will have it for you.
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LETTER AND SUBMISSION POLICY
The George-Anne welcomes letters to the editor, story submissions and
guest columns from people both inside and outside the Georgia Southern
University Community. All copy submitted should be typed (double-spaced,
please), preferably on Macintosh disk in Microsoft Word or Microsoft Works
format. All submissions must be signed and include a mailing address and
phone number for verification. The editors reserve the right to reject any
submission. There is no word limit on submissions. A writer may request to
remain anonymous. However, it will be the editor's decision whether or not to
print the name. Submissions are run on a space-available basis.
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Are Utah State University teachers breaking tin law?

A box full of graded finals in
frontof a professor's office, a posting of grades taped to a bulletin
board, an open filing system in
the Biology department hallway
for graded tests, passing around
a pile of graded papers through
the class saying, "pick out yours
and pass along the rest." are all
ways Utah State University in
structors violate federal law.
The Family Educational
Rights and Privacy Act of 1974.
also known as FERPA or the
Buckley Amendment, defines
privacy of "education records" of
"students."
According to this law educational records are to be protected
from anyone but the student,
parent or university official.
This holds true for all educational records, financial aid and
the like, but here I am concerned
with grades.
I have had classes where pro-:
fessors have used all the above
methods. Currently my graduate student recitation instructor
slaps down a folder full of
graded quizzes and says, "find
yours."
This week he slapped down
the wrong folder and we saw the
grades of his other recitation sec-

MELISA ANN WILSON
'GUEST COLUMNIST IUTAH STATESMAN
lion as we thumbed through it
again and again, unable to find
ours.
If FERPA holds true, this
record "custodian" is violating

review only the records which
relate to him or her."
The "custodian" is the one responsible for maintaining the
record's (grade's) integrity.

I AM SURE THAT WHEN OTHERS LEAF THROUGH
STACKS OF PAPERS THEY GLANCE AT MY GRADE,
EVEN IF THEY DON'T REMEMBER IT OR EVEN
ASSOCIATE IT WITH ME.
my privacy.
After FERPA was passed in
1974, USU created a policy in
concordance with the privacy
restrictions. The Administrative Council approved the latest
version in 1996 called the "Use
and Release of Student
Records."
Part of it reads: "When a
record contains information
about more than one student,
the student may inspect and

So does this mean we are all
bound to personal consultations
with each professor for our grade?
No, handing back tests or papers from instructor's hand to
student's hand is legal.
Records may also be released
with consent. This means if the
instructor has written consent
from each student to distribute
grades in whatever manner -he
or she can broadcast them over
KUSU (not that too many

people would be Istening.)
But without tht consent, professors, instructs and yes,
graduate studentsare breaking
the law.
Professors do notjenerally ask
for consent. I have ne professor
who asked an un-ful classroom
generally if she coulcbass around
our graded quizzes. Everyone in
the class at the raoraftt said yes.
That wouldn't hod up in a
court — she asked ly raise of
hand, not every stuQnt registered for the class washere and
she asked for that speific quiz,
not all quizzes.
But, at least it's a st.rt.
I am sure that whei others
leaf through stacks of paprs they
glance at my grade, ever if they
don't remember it or evemssociate it with me.
My grade is a private tiing. I
wouldn't want just any stanger
walking through my hom> eyeing everything. I don't wart any
student walking through the hall
eyeing my grades either.
Or eyeing it while rifling
through a stack of papers in class,
looking at a list of names and
grades on an overhead, listening
to a teacher calling out names
and grades.

George-Anne
Senior citizens
may take
classes for
free in Georgia
The Associated Press

JONESBORO, Ga. — Glenn
Middleton got his first degree in
civil engineering. Forty years
later, he chose to study something closer to his heart: music.
Middleton, 69, enrolled as a
music major at Clayton College
& State University three years
ago, where he discovered a littleknown provision of Georgia law
that offers free courses for Georgia residents 62 or older. If space
is available, the seniors can take
classes at any state college or
university except the medical,
law, veterinary or dental schools.
"I went to fill out the application and I discovered, oh, I don't
even have to pay tuition," said
Middleton, a retired engineer.
"My, that's a bargain."
Last year, 332 Georgians took
advantage of the tuition waiver,
which was made possible by a
1976 amendment to the state
constitution unknown even to
many school administrators. The
seniors account for a tiny fraction of the 204,332 students in
the state university system.
"On the whole, their academic
performance is well above average," said James Austin, who
has coordinated the program for
seniors at Georgia State University since it began in 1977.
Georgia State's oldest student
was an 87-year-old man who took
classes "to keep his mind active
and be involved," Austin said.
Popular subjects include art,
computers and gerontology, Austin said.
Middleton plays several instruments, but his specialty is
the dulcian, a double-reed instrument similar to a bassoon.
He recently played in the orchestra during a production of "The
Beggar's Opera" at the university.
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Two years later, search for infant's killer continues

The Associated Press

ATHENS, Ga. — Although
two years have gone by since a
newborn baby was found stabbed
to death in a trash can in a University of Georgia dormitory, neither the public nor the police
have forgotten the slaying.
The 7-pound boy, dubbed

Jonathan Foundling, was
stabbed before being discarded
Jan. 8,1996, in a basement bathroom at Oglethorpe House. He
had more than 40 stab wounds
and his throat was cut.
People have continued to leave
flowers on his grave at Evergreen Memorial Park. Some also

left toys during Christmas.
Investigators believe the
mother may have been the victim of rape or incest or may have
been jilted by the baby's father.
"We're asking that anyone who
can remember anything to give
us a call," university Police Chief
Chuck Horton said.

Police say they have learned
that 80 percent of such baby killings occur where the mother
lives. In 70 percent of the cases,
the mother kills the baby, and in
95 percent of those she acts alone.
Horton said that makes it
likely that baby Jonathan's
mother was an Oglethorpe House

resident.
"We've taken blood samples
from at least 10 females, and
some results are still pending,"
Horton said. "There were 240
Caucasian females in O-House
at the time of the incident, and
we're trying to eliminate every
one of them."

Academic Corner

Welcome Back

Start this year with a positive attitude
www.gasou.edu
www.firstyear.gasou.edu
www.firstyear.gasou.edu/sems/3ems.html

Academic Affairs

Vice President's Office
Landrum Center Box 8022
Georgia Southern University
Statesboro, GA 30460

912/681-5258

J
Fax: 912/^81-5279

hscarter@GaSoU.edu
E-mail: cbiack@GaSou.edu
lvantassell@GaSoU. edu
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SPORTS
PHILOSOPHY
LEE GUARNELLA
Let us all take a minute
and reflect on some of the
sports that took place over
the holiday:
It was a close one, but the
Eagles did lose to Delaware
in the playoffs 16-7. It was a
well fought battle but the
GSU offense was stymied to
the point where the bread
and butter option was ineffective. So that's bad.
All you Georgia fans out
there that bleed red and
black had something to get
excited about. The Dawgs absolutely dominated the Wisconsin Badgers 33-7. Hines
Ward was all over the place
as well as an explosive Robert Edwards.
The story of the game however was Mike Bobo. 26 for
28 passing for over 200
yards?! Are you kidding me?
What a stellar performance
by the senior quarterback
who had to overcome some off
the field trouble with the law.
You know, that whole resisting arrest thing in Athens.
The Michigan Wolverines
and the Nebraska
Cornhuskers shared the national championship honor
over the holidays as well.
Now, should there be a share
of the national championship? I don't think so.
How about this: If Nebraska defeats Tennessee,
which they did in dramatic
fashion, then Nebraska and
Michigan finish the argument for good by having one
last championship football
game.
What's wrong with that?
No more debate over who is
the best team in all of the
land. Line it up and finish it
like men. Fight it out and see
who wants it more. By the
way, Nebraska and Michigan
should have duked it out anyway and Tennessee should
not have even been in the picture.
Now, it is hard to be a
Denver Broncos fan, yet I am
no fair-weather fan. I am
sticking with the Broncos,
new uniforms and all. We are
back in it baby! We will own
Pittsburg and bring the
Lombardi Trophy back over
to the AFC where it belongs.
Terrell Davis will be unstoppable, along with that
incredible offensive line Denver has. Shannon Sharpe will
have a good game against the
Steeler defense. Elway will
have a time picking apart the
Steeler secondary as well.
I know what you're thinking, what about Kordell
Stuart and "The Bus"? Well, I
ask you what about that
Bronco defense that held the
vaunted Chief offense to just
10 points? What about Neil
Smith? Either way it's a good
matchup.
I did get to watch Denver
beat Kansas City with an unusual twist to it. My very
good lady friend sat right beside me and watched the
game. Fellas out there, until
you can find a woman to sit
beside you during the playoffs and cheer with you for
your team, keep lookin'!
Tampa Bay lost, but we all
knew they would. Green Bay
just had too many weapons.
Look out for the Bucs in 98
though, they will be tough.
Overall it was a great holiday for sports. All of my
teams won, except for GSU,
and all of the teams I can't
stand lost, except San
Fransisco. Oh well, you can't
have it all.
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Delaware stops GSU, ends
hope of championship run
From G-A Staff Reports

p;i
^
oto: Hans Knoepfel
Like players who were discouraged after a close loss to William and Mary early
in the season, Eagles had a similar reaction to the defeat in Delaware.

The Eagles' dream of a national championship blew away in the gusty, cold wind in
Newark, Delaware. The GSU football squad
fell to the Delaware Blue Hens 16-7 in their
December 6 I-AA quarterfinal matchup.
Head coach Paul Johnson refused to use
the weather as an excuse. "The weather
didn't beat us; they did," Johnson said.
"They would have beaten us if it was 80
degrees today." The Eagle's ground attack
was shut down completely in the first half,
unable to penetrate the unforgiving Blue
Hen defensive wall.
Meanwhile on defense, GSU had problems stopping the Blue Hens' offense. The
Eagles' defense appeared confused, as they
had no answer for Delaware's split winged
T-offense. In the first half, the Blue Hens
managed only six points, but their ground
control attack ate up precious time, keeping
the ball out of the Eagle offense's hands.
Coupled with their ferocious defense, Delaware was able to take a 6-0 halt-time advr v
tage.
In the third quarter, the Eagles offense
woke up. They advanced to he Delaware
two yard line. But Delaware s defense
mounted a goal line stand, turning back the
Eagles on three consecutive plays. On fourth
down, Greg Hill was sacked short of the first
down.
The Delaware offense took advantage of
the turnover, scoring another field goal at
the end of the quarter. In the 4th quarter,
GSU finally found the end zone, scoring off
Roderick Russell's 12 yard run with 11:58

GSU
DELAWARE

7
16

left in the game. Russell's run sliced
Delaware's margin to 9-7.
The Blue Hens countered with a drive
that featured their ground attack, which
took 7:18 off the clock. Running back
Craig Cummings topped off the drive
with a ten yard TD run, increasing the
Blue Hen's lead to 16-7 with 4:40 left in
the game.
GSU drove all the way to the Blue Hen
one yard line, but was stopped again by
another impressive goal line stand by
the Delaware defense. Hill was sacked
again on fourth down, turning the ball
back nvpr to the Blue Hens. Thus, ending any comeback hopes foi ;he Eagles.
T1,n lo
" Bnded Johnson's first season
as head coach of the Eagles with a 10-3
record.
Russell led all ground gainers with
97 yards off 21 carries. Hill completed
five of his eight passes for 50 yards and
one interception. With the loss, GSU
finished among the top eight teams in IAA.
"I'm awfully proud of our football
team," said Johnson. "They came out in
the second half and fought their tails
off."

GSU too much for FAMU in first round playoff game
By Jamie Hodges

Assistant Sports Editor

The GSU football team hosted

the Florida A&M Rattlers for
the first round of the 1-AA football playoffs on November 29. A
sellout crowd at Paulson Stadium saw the Eagles outlast the
Rattler's high octane "Snake
Gun" offense, defeating FAMU
52-37.
The Eagles preserved their
unbeaten playoff record at home,
which now stands at 17-0.
"It was a hard fought football
game. I think it was two teams
that both had a lot of athletes
and really played hard," said
GSU's Paul Johnson. "We were
fortunate enough to come out on
top."
GSU set the tone of the game
FAMU early in the first quarter.
Greg Hill scored on the Eagles'

FAMU

37

GSU

52

first play from scrimmage, finding a hole in the defense and
then outrunning the FAMU secondary to the end zone from 49
yards out.
"That play had been in the
game plan, "Hill said: "I just
had to take it one read at a time.
The tackle came down and hit
Rod (Russell). It was daylight
from there."
The Eagles scored off of three
Rattler turnovers in the first
period, the last coming off a
Florida A&M fumble on a kickoff return. That fumble was
caused by GSU safety Ryan
Hadden. His teammate. -James
Dickerson, fell on the ball at the
edge of the end zone. This gave
the Eagles a 35-7 lead at the end

of the 1st quarter.
Florida A&M scored two
touchdowns in the 2nd quarter
off the arm of their senior quarterback Oteman Sampson. This
cut GSU's lead to 42-21 at the
half.
In the 2nd half, the Rattlers
continued to claw their way back
into the game. Sampson's one
yard quarterback sneak brought
made the game 45-37 with 7:42
left in the game. But Hill's 26
yard TD romp down the middle
of the field iced it for the Eagles.
GSU's
option
attack
steamrolled their way to an
amazing416yards rushing. The
Eagles passed for 66 more yards,
leaving their total offensive output at 482 yards.
Hill carried the ball 26 times
for a total of 238 yards and scored
four touchdowns. Russell contributed a TD of his own to go
with his 131 vardsoff32carries.

Photo: Hans Knoepfel
Greg Hill scrambles away from a FAMU defender in high scoring first
round vistory for the Eagles in 1997 Playoffs.

VMI Keydets edge Eagles in double-QT thriller at Fieldhouse
By Lee Guarnella

A last
second
basket by
GSU's
Fernando
Daniel sent
the game
into a
second
overtime
where the
Keydets
went on to
win 76-73

Sports Editor

It took them two overtimes to do it,
but the VMI Keydets overtook GSU 76
to 73 in a scorcher that came down to
the last shot.
"I feel as a team we played very
hard." GSU forward Cedric McGinnis
said. "VMI is a real good team, they
came in and played hard and scrappy.
They beat a couple of big teams and I
give them a lot of credit."
Cedric
started the
VMI
76
scoring for

GSU in the

QSU

73

first with
two consecutive1 3-pointers and a
blocked shot. Cedric's hard play was
complemented by Quincy Wright's ex
cellent performance off the bench in
the first half.
"I think I could have done better on
the defensive end and rebounding, but
overall. 1 feel like I played a pretty good
game," Wright said afterwards.
Quincy gave a much needed spark to
the GSU offense in the first quarter
and went into the half with 13 points
and two rebounds.
GST looked as though they were in
control ofthe first halfwhen they leaded

File Photo

VMI 37-27 with 3:39 left. .
VMI was not done scoring however. The
Keydets would go on a 9-2 run to close out
the first half with the score 39-36.
GSU didn't have the control in the second half as thev did in the first.

VMI kept the game tight taking advantage of opportunities inside the paint and
making six of six free throws.
GSU was ahead by as much as seven at
one point but VMI could not be held down.
An eleven to three run towards the end of

the second half kept VMI in the game.
Starting guard Quentin Martin scored
the last three points for GSU in the
second half and the game was sent into
overtime when Martin missed a potential game winning three pointer with
three seconds left.
In the first overtime, VMI went ahead
by five only to see GSU fight back at the
last second to tie the game at 70 with a
last attempt shot by guard Fernando
Daniel.
The second overtime looked very much
like the first with VMI going ahead
early, but GSU did keep it close. The
game ended when Quentin Martin
missed two crucial free throws that
would have put the game within reach.
"We were ready physically. I don't
think the physical part wore us down
because we practiced all week for it,"
Martin said.
Coach Polinsky pointed out the missed
opportunities after the game.
"We didn't step up and make some
key free throws or some open shots that
we had. VMI came up with some big
blocked shots and overall you got to give
them (VMI) credit, they made a few
more big plays than we did," Coach
Pol'insky. said.

George-Anne
Bench play helps Lady Eagles drop UTC
By Jamie Hodges

Assistant Sports Editor

The GSU Lady Eagle basketball team exorcised its demons from last Friday's upset
loss to Wofford by receiving a
huge boost from their bench
Monday night during their 6754 win over the University of
Tennessee-Chattanooga. GSU's
bench outscored UTC's bench 2616.
The supporting cast of reserve
players were led by Tondra Warren, Amy Krach, and Heather
Thomas.
The first half saw both teams
seesaw back and forth, as neither team could build a substantial lead. Chattanooga (6-8, 1-3
SoCo) finally put some distance
between themselves and GSU
(6-7, 3-1 SoCo) at the intermission, taking a 36-29 halftime
lead.
But the Lady Eagles remained composed in the second
half, and kept the game close.
"Just when they (UTC) looked
like they were going to make a
good run, we answered it with
key shots," head coach Rusty
Cram said.
The Lady Eagle bench stepped
up their play when most of the
starters got into foul trouble.
Cram was able to use a nine man
rotation by getting quality min-

utes from both of his freshmen,
Krach and Thomas.
Krach, a 6-1 guard best known
for her outside shooting abilities, showed a new side of her
game. She caused the Lady Mocs
serious problems in the paint by
scoring seven points and grabbing 11 rebounds. She also added
a blocked shot.
"I feel like I'm helping our
team better if I go down low and
use my height to my advantage,"
Krach said. "I want to be able to
go outside or inside."
Thomas only played five minutes but while she was in the
game, her 6-4 height made the
Lady Mocs think twice before
driving down the lane.
"The bench had to be the difference tonight," Cram said. "I
thought that Amy Krach did a
good of a job as anybody. I
thought Heather intimidated
them (UTC) when they took the
ball to the hole."
Chattanooga employed a 2-3
zone defense, attempting to shut
down GSU's low post game, but
the Lady Eagles were still able to
get inside points.
"Their zone actually helped
us," GSU forward Tondra Warren said. "We were able to get
rebounds off missed shots and
put them back in."
GSU came back and retook
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The George-Anne is looking for dedicated writers for winter
quarter. No experience is necessary. If you're interested, stop
by room 2023 of the Williams Center or call 681-5246.

the lead in the second half off a
Mary Perry jumpshot from the
far left corner.
Perry's basket put the Lady
Eagles up 42-41 with 14:13 remaining in the game. After that,
GSU went on a 14-4 run.
The run was highlighted by
post up baskets by Warren, put
back shots by Sharon Mitchell,
and a three pointer by Krach.
Tori Durrett's drivingjumper
in the middle of the lane gave
GSU a 54-45 lead with 6:06 left
in regulation.
UT-Chattanooga
never
threatened again; they could
never cut the lead down to less
then seven. The victory was the
Lady Eagles' first home conference win of the season.

Diversity Council
*c%.

President Henry is soliciting new interest of
faculty, staff and students who may have an
interest in serving on the Diversity Council for
a two-year term ending December 1999. The
Diversity Council advises the President on diversity
issues at Georgia Southern University and will meet
twice each year with the Executive Planning Council.
The Council's charge is to proactively recommend initiatives,
programs, and policies designed to reinforce the institution's
commitment to diversity across all areas of the university community.
The Council is composed of six faculty, four staff, and two students
who will serve two-year terms. Members with terms ending this
December are eligible for consideration of membership on the Council.
Should you wish to participate as a member in this Council, please
send a letter to the President's Office, (P.O. Box 8033) expressing your
interest by January 16, 1998.

Notebook
•GSU was upset by
Wofford 79-72 Friday night
at Hanner Fieldhouse.
• The Lady Eagles hosted
two teams during the holiday
break, Coastal Carolina and
Georgia. GSU fell to then
#13 ranked Lady Dogs 84-73
on Nov. 24. The Lady Eagles
defeated Coastal Carolina 7873 Dec. 17.
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Professional Piercing and Tattoos
A Savannah Tradition Since 1976

Hospital
Sterilization,
single use service
and equipment.

Fri.-Sal.
Noon-10pm

Mon.-Tlmr.
3pm-10pm
Safest and Best Tattoos and Piercing in the S.E.

117 Whitaker Street Savannah, Georgia

912-2 3 4-4383

Must be presented
with incoming order.
Not valid with any
other offer. ID must

be shown at drop off.

In House Alterations
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MORE THAN
JUST BLUE
PRINTS!
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THE
COPY CENTER

15 COLLEGE PLAZA
STATESBORO, GEORGIA 30458

(912) 489-8950

]
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Tattoos & Body Piercing

• Experienced & Professional Staff • Private Booths
• All Equipment and Jewelry • Tribal, Celtic, and Traditonal
Autoclave Sterilized
Patterns or Bring Your Own]
• All Jewelry Available in 316L Stainless Steel
Niobium and 14t\ Gold

GET PRICKED BY A PRO !

f

431 South Main St (912)489-2700

Custom Tattoos
while you wait,
No Appointment
Necessary.

Discount with Student ID
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We 've been helping
Rulloch County look
LEANERS good for years.

10% Off
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Statesboro's Complete
Copy Center

510 Northside Dr. East • Statesboro. GA

|

f Flowers & Qifts, lnc_

y

Drive-Thru Service
One Day Service Available
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Facilit

LASSIC

Expires Dec 15.1997

Call: 681-3824
Hwy 67 Near Fairgrounds

VISA

AmericanTaekwondoAssociation

Call now and ask how GSU students and
faculty can train FREE for 30 days.

■SxlSlew & Used Mattresses At Bargain Prices
\
Quality New & Used Furniture
\ • FREE Delivery & Setup
| • Special Student Plans & Buyback "
X Program Available
} • Owner & Employees GSU Grads.
|
WE LOVE GSU STUDENTS!
V
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^ 2400 si R Trainin9
V Pro-Shop

Located on Fair Rd
(by El Sombrero)

DEAL'S FURNITURE I
& MATTRESS OUTLET 8

MH

Day & Evening Classes

BLACK BELT ACADEMY ^
Days A Week
fm w m f%jf\ jti m * Instructors are nationally certified by

"OFF
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Men & Women Welcome
Classes 0ffered 6
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"America's Leader in
Martial Arts Training"

...It's Like Putting Your;
Business CardJn^FKe
Hands of Thousands,
At One Time!*

10 % OFF
WITH GSU I.D.

APPOINTMENT NECESSARY FOR DISCOUNT!

(912) 4&9-4195

912-871-4726
FAX:

912-681-1910

7Z/ve? 7>r//rT Co.

THE GRAPHICS GROUP
Free Pick-Up & Delivery Service
7 Convenient Locations
Savannah, Augusta, Statesboro,
Beaufort. Bluffton, Hilton Head Island

2 Simmons Center Statesboro • Mon - Sat 10 am - 9pm

The

tint $Uop
&
SOUND £

LOCALLY OWNED
OPERATED

• Professional Window Tinting
• Custom Wheels • Tires • Ground Effects
•Deck Wings • Fenderwell Trim
• Car Stereo Sales & Installation
• Security Systems

58 871-6366 —

1,815 S. Main, Statesboro • Mon - Fri 9am - 6pm • Saturday by Appointment!

SUNDAY NIGHTS 18 & OVER
COME SKATE TO THE FUNKy FRESH SO'S SOUND
s
^\ v^—,
COLLEGE PLAZA.
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68 1 9797^

•t OFF
ADMISSION
W/COLLEGE ID
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STRAIGHT
UP

The Acoustic 'Dynamic Duo'

BY KAREN ABBOTT

Film noir makes comeback
with 'L.A. Confidential'
The Associated Press

NEW YORK — "L.A. Confidential" was named the best
movie of the year by the National
Society of Film Critics.
Curtis Hanson, director of the
dark thriller about corrupt cops
in the 1950s, was honored as
best direct by the group of critics
from 48 newspapers and magazines.
"Kundun," director Martin
Scorsese's drama about the early
years of the Dalai Lama, was
honored for best cinematography.
"La Promesse," a Belgian tale
of. a rebellious 15-year-old boy,
was also nominated for best foreign language film.
Several other groups, including the New York Film Critics
Circle and the Los Angeles Film
Critics Association, have cited
"L.A. Confidential," which stars
Kevin Spacey and Kim Basinger.

No Need for
the Back-toSchool Blues
Welcome back GSU faculty
and students. I hope everyone had an exciting and safe
break.
Let me introduce myself, I
am Karen Abbott, the new
Features and Arts and Entertainment editor. For those
who have not read my previous articles, I hope to entertain you.
Now, I know most of you
are not ready to wake up
early for class, hit the books,
or deal with the long lines at
the bookstore. So to make the
transition from winter break
and back to school a little
easier, there are plenty of
events to attend this week.
If you are planning to start
the week off at Buffalo's, performing tonight is J.
Chronicle. Friday Ron Cham
bers and Bobby Rhodes of The
Drunks will be dazzling the
crowd as always. On Saturday, check out the sounds of
Shannon Tanner with "Good
Time" Jimmy Cline and the
"Big Boys" behind the bar.
On Monday, get the wheels
turning in that head of yours
and join David Popkin for
Live Trivia starting at 10:00
p.m. with $1.50 Big Mug refills. Tuesday, of course, is
Bash Night. All you can eat
wings for $7.95. And the boys
at Buffalo's are starting something new for all you sports
fans. There will be an All
Sports Trivia Night hosted by
Todd "the Hottie Toddie."
Wambold also starts at 10:00
p.m. And on Wednesday come
out and join the madness of
Karaoke Night with Dancin'
Dave. Go out and support my
favorite boys in the 'Boro.
Starring tonight at the
Woodin Nikel is Stewart and
Winfield. The acoustic "dynamic duo" Jamey and David
of Woods and Cone will be
strumming on Friday night.
On Saturday night, the guys
at the Nikel will be introducing a new Disco/Retro Night
with DJ Scoobie spinning all
your favorite disco hits. So go
on out there and shake your
money maker. On Monday,
Dueling Pianos will be going
head to head providing a
guaranteed good time. Tuesday night is $2 Burger Night.
And Wednesday night is Ladies Night with Tumbling
Dice. So ladies get out there
and check out the great drink
specials TJ and Scoobie have
for you.
Tonight at Legend's will be
the grand opening of Fat
Tuesday's Daiquiri Bar and
dancing with DJ Scoobie. Live
from Legend's on Friday night
will be Swinging Medallions.
Friday at Blind Willie's is
Erok and Redhouse. On
Wednesday, check out SMO.
Tonight at the Mellow
Mushroom, the guys from
Sigma Nu, Sawmill Road, will
be playing.
Woods and Cone will be
playing tonight at Dingus
Magees'. Chris and Brent will
be playing Friday.
So for all you social butterflies, there is plenty going on
this week in the 'Boro. Remember, this is the first week
back at school so be careful,
have fun, and don't drink and
drive.
Be sure to tune in next
week to find out what's
"Straight Up" in the 'Boro.
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Jamey and David of Woods and Cone play all your favorites from Billy Joel to Pearl Jam tonight
at Dingus Magees'.

Titanic9 surges ahead at box office
The Associated Press

LOS ANGELES— "Titanic"
continued to plow ahead at the
box office, finishing on top of the
weekend box-office charts by a
wide margin.
The disaster epic enjoyed its
best day yet — 15 days after it
opened—taking in an estimated
$12.7 million. During the first
weekend of the new year it earned
$33.3 million.
The movie has grossed $157.5
million to date and could end up
netting more than $250 million.

Following are the top five
movies at North American theaters, with studio, gross, number of theater locations, receipts
per location, total gross and number of weeks in release, as compiled by Exhibitor Relations Co.
Inc. and Entertainment Data.
1. "Titanic," Paramount, $33.3 million, 2,727 locations, $12,217 average,
$157.5 million, three weeks.
2. "Tomorrow Never Dies," MGM,
$13.8 million, 2,807 locations, $4,916
average, $92.4 million, three weeks.
3. "As Good As It Gets,"Tristar, $12.2

Southern Explosion:
'We're going to
Disney World'

Special Photo

Pictured L to R: Back Row - Amy Herring, Christian Griffith, Shante'
Clark, Ashley Jones, Amber Toole, Lindsay Sowder. Middle - Delores
Bennefield, Lisa Harrison, Tamira Swanson. Front - Nina Rodriquez.
Sara Williams, Mistye Momon, Tiffany Minnis. Not Pictured - Lorimer
Gentry

The music is pumping, and
the girls are dancing. Southern
Explosion is all about attitude.
The fourteen girls are preparing for the National Dance
Competition in January at
Disney World in Orlando.
Florida.
The nationally televised
event will take place January 810 on ESPN.
Lisa Harrison and Tiffany
Minnis, Southern Explosion
Dance Captains, agreed the
"competition will be tough." This
year there will be twenty to
twenty-five teams competing for
the title.

million, 1,579 locations, $7,738 average,
$40.7 million, two weeks.
4. "MouseHunt," DreamWorks, $8.4
million, 2,213 locations, $3,804 average,
$40 million, three weeks.
5. "Scream 2." Miramax. $7.28 million, 2,688 locations, $2,710 average,
$85.5 million, four weeks.

LOS ANGELES—Frank
Sinatra will be honored with a
special American Music Award.
The Award of Merit, announced Monday, recognizes
"outstanding contributions to the
musical entertainment of the
American public."
Sinatra, 82, hasn't been seen
in public since a heart attack a
year ago.
It wasn't known if he will attend the Jan. 26 awards show on
ABC, spokeswoman Susan
Reynolds said:
Among past recipients are
Elvis Presley, Ella Fitzgerald and
Michael Jackson.
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — "Hee

NEW YORK—George Segal
doesn't want to hear the word
"hit."
"Don't say we're a hit," the
star of NBC's "Just Shoot Me"
said in New York Times. "We'll
see what happens later with this,
because the pitfalls in this are so
incredible. You can't trust anything in any of this, so you just
live for the day."
After a string of movie roles in
the 1970s, Segal largely disappeared from public view around
1980 for the next decade and a
half.
He appeared in a series of
forgettable features and two
short-lived TV series.
Now, he's as visible as ever
with a show that has built a solid
fan base.
"I'm like a cork in the water,
aren't I?" Segal said. "I keep bobbing up in all sorts of places,
although I never know in advance where or when."

GET
LEFT OUT
IN THE
COLD!

lit

Come see the qualified staff of
HEALTH SERVICES when cold
weather gets you down

The team, choreographed by
David Van Tassel 1. practiced
eight hours a day over the hoii-"
days.
Also, they can he seen performing at the men and women's
basketball games.
The team's two minute rou
tine is full of face plants, last
twist, and lots of body momentum.
David Van Tassel I M >■ ■
raphy moves the girls to up beat
Imisic of the nineties. As the
dance counts are called out.
straight lines and legs could lead
the git'ls of Southern Explosion
to earn a National Title.
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We Accept
MasterCard

Cash

Check

Open:
Monday-Friday
8:00am-5:00pm

Searching for your soulmate?
Union Productions welcomes Ellen Gootblatt, the relationship speaker, on Jan. 12 at 7:00 p.m. in the Union Ballroom. The
title of her lecture is "Meeting, Dating and Mating," 250 questions to ask before going further in a relationship. Admission is
free and there will be refreshments provided.

Haw" regular Grandpa Jones
was in a hospitalized after falling ill at the Grand Ole Opry
House.
The banjo-playing 84-year-old
felt dizzy after his second show
and was taken to the hospital by
ambulance.
Baptist Hospital said Jones
was in stable condition in the
intensive care unit.
The hospital gave no further
details.
"They've done some tests and
I'm sure they will be keeping
him in Baptist for a few days
anyway. Hopefully, he'll bounce
back," Opry House manager
Jerry Strobel said.

HEALTH SERVICES is a department of
Student Affairs & Au
i 'ices"

Call 681-5641

For More Information
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CLASSIFIEDS, etc.

Today's Quote

"Advice is like castor oil,
easy enough to give but
dreadful uneasy to take."
— Josh Billings

Crossword
,

1
4
9
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
25
27
30
32

MTN. BIKE for sale. GT RTS-3 Great Condition. Front and Rear Shocks. Asking S500.
Call Taylor at 871 -5712 leave a message.
LADIES MOUNTAIN bike for sale. 575 obo.
Good transportation for classes. Call 6817057.

ACROSS
Quick swim
Flock
youngsters
Glowing embers
Misdo
Shakespearean
sprite
Golfer with an
army
Barn bellow
View twice
Indian corn
Columnist
Landers
"Divine Comedy"
writer
Blighted tree
New Jersey
team
Epsom
Hangs down
Hang down
Tablelands

TOUR BIKE Specialized Like new. Call (912)
237-7288 after 5pm or 489-5062 leave a message.
BMX BIKE, OK Legend Team, 2-piece profile,
all sealed bearings, top of the line, $500 call
871-5078.
TOUR BIKE, specialized like new. Call 912237-7288 after 5pm or 489-5062 leave a message.

Business Opportunities
TOO MUCH Spare Time? Too Little Spare
Change? National Marketing Co. seeks motivated individuals for promotional work on your
college campus. Call Brenda (800) 592-2121
ext.514

34 Drink for two?

! •

35 Salary
37 Porters
39 Massachusetts
peninsula
42 Military shows
43 Did, but doesn't
now
44 More rational
45 Unpleasant
46 Progeny
48 Headliners
52 Learned
monkey-style
54 Pace
56 Thin strip
57 Tended tots
59 Apportion
61 Sen. org.
62 Poolside area
64 Singer Patsy
65 Purpose
66 Warning
67 Hair coloring
68 Police officer
69 Tomlin and
Pons
70 Borders
71 Silly billy

1
2
3
4
5

DOWN
Claim as a right
Laundry worker
Quickly
Animal fat
Localities

Computers & Software
© 1997 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All rights reserved.

6 Wrongly titled
7 Bugs that
menace crops
8 Falls as ice
9 Arrived
10 In person tests
for postgraduates11 Lively
12 Actress Taylor
13 Get the picture
24 Planted seeds
26 Personification
of evil
28 "Pretty Woman"
co-star
29 Ge,t smart with
31 International
agreements
33 Painful wounds
36 Gooey globs
38 Small pies
39 Castro's country
40 Immediately, if
not sooner
41 Statue's base
42 Wooden walls
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44 Expanded
47 Indian of the
Southwest
49 Silky wool
50 Proportions
51 Postal
requirements
53 Place milk is
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ATTENTION - The George-Anne screens all
advertisements prior to publication. The newspaper strives to accept ads for legitimate products and services only. Students are urged to
exercise caution when replying to ads - particularly those which require a credit card
number, other personal information, or money
in advance of the delivery of a product or service. Students are also urged to report to the
newspaper any suspicious offers which they
might see in an ad. Remember, if an offer
seems too good to be true, it prdbably is.

# FREEBIE INFO

ALL FREE student and faculty ads to be run
in the George-Anne must have a NAME, P.O.
BOX and PHONE NUMBER. Ads will be rejected if they do not have this information. NO
EXCEPTIONS.
STATEMENT
OF
OPERATIONS:
The
George-Anne is the official student newspaper
of Georgia Southern University, owned and
operated by GSU students and utilizing the
facilities provided by GSU. The newspaper is
the oldest continuously published weekly
newspaper in Bulloch County and Statesboro,
Ga. The ideas expressed herein are those of
the editor or the individual authors and do not
necessarily represent the views of the Student
Media Committee, the administration, the
faculty and staff of Georgia Southern University, or the University System of Georgia. The
George-Anne is published twice weekly during
the academic year and three times during
summers. Any questions regarding content
should be directed to the editor at by phone at
912/681-5246 or fax at 912/871-1357. Readers may also send electronic messages to the
newspaper staff by visiting our web site at
http://www.stp.gasou.edu.
OFFICES, MAIL, PHONES: Room 2023, F. I.
Williams Center. The George-Anne, P.O. Box
8001, Georgia Southern University, Statesboro, Ga. 30460. 912/681-5246 (News) or
912/618-5418 (Advertising)
ADVERTISING INFORMATION
The George-Anne reserves the right to refuse
any advertisement.
DISPLAY AD DEADLINE: The deadline for reserving
space and submitting advertising copy is Noon, one
week prior to the intended publication date.
For more information, rate cards, sample publications, contact: Shawn Sunderland, Advertising Manager, ADS, (912) 681-5418; or Bill Neville, Student
Media Coordinator, (912) 681-0069.
PROOFING/ERRORS/OMISSIONS: The newspaper
makes every reasonable effort to present correct and
complete information in advertisements. However, the
advertiser is responsible for proofing the ad upon publication and should notify the newspaper immediately
in the event of an error. The newspaper is not responsible for any errors in advertisements and its liability
tor adjustments is limited to the amount ot space the
error occupied in the ad. Further, the newspaper is
not responsible for any damages caused due to an
ad's omission from a particular edition and its responsibility solely is to reschedule the ad in the next regular edition at the regular advertising rates.
CLASSIFIED ADS: Free classified ads from students,
faculty and staff must be non-commercial in nature
and submitted in writing, with the name of the sender,
local address, and phone number. No tree ads taken
via telephone - at this price we don't take dictation
One free ad per person per week. Commercial classified are 20 cents per word with a S4 minimum per insertion. Tearsheets are S2 extra per insertion.
CIRCULATION INFORMATION: Subscription rates
for home delivery of The George-Anne are eight dollars per quarter, or $24 per year, delivered by third
class mail. Please address all inquiries to Zeina Rahrne, Business Manager. The George-Anne is distributed free of charge on the Georgia Southern University
campus through delivery sites located in campus
buildings, at off-campus sites, and in residence halls.
NOTICE: Readers may pick up one Iree copy, and a
second for a roommate or acquaintance, at distribution sites. Additional copies are 35 cents each and are
available at the Williams Center, However, unauthorized removal of additional copies from a distribution
site constitutes theft under Georgia law, a misdemeanor offense punishable by a fine and/or jail time.
Editors will seek to have any person(s) who removes
more than the authorized number of copies from distribution sites prosecuted to the full extent of the law.
NOTE: We gratefully acknowledge the theft of our slogan - "Liked by Many. Cussed by Some. Read by
them Air - from Robert Williams of the Blackshear
Times. Call Bob and he can tell you who he stole it
from originally.

SINGER NEEDED for rock band. Music varies
from heavy to muppet music. No single style.
Get in touch with Everett, 681-9730 or Chesley at 489-6686.

"SPRING BREAK..."Take2""Organize
Small Group! Sell 15...Take 2 Free. Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas,Florida, Barbados, Padre. Free Parties, Eats, Drinks.
Sunsplash 1 -800-426-7710/www.sunsplashtours.com
TO ALL my fellow Muslim brothers and sisters
at GSU, Have a beautiful Ramadan Holy
Season.
ARE YOU a Native American or Part Native
American? The Native American Student
Organization is on a membership drive. Our
goal is to explore current Native American
issues, visit early Native American sites, share
cultures and heritage. You need not be a
native American to join. Please, contact Ray
Powell 681-7012 or Dr.. Alan Downs 6815586.
DEADHEADS AND MUSICIANS: I play keyboards (piano and organs) and would like to
meet kindly folk to get together and jam, Email
xanthan@gsu.cs.gasou.edu or call Warren at
489-6203.
SOUTHERN REFLECTORS first meeting
is tonight at 5:00pm in rm 2015, Williams
Center. Call 681-5305 for more info.

OFUN & STUFF
Visit our Web site for list of things to do that
are educational and fun. On-line at
http://www.stp.gasou.edu/funstuff/

120
Furniture & Appliances
KING SIZE waterbed for sale. $200 OBO. Call
852-5219. If no answer, leave a message.
FOR SALE! Black mirrored liquor bar along
with two black swivel stools $100 or best
price. Call Tonjia at 681-7412. Graduating this
quarter.

FOR SALE: Large Oak computer desk/work
station including hutch, two locking compartments, corner piece, and printer stand: 3150.
Brass and glass kitchen table with four chairs
$150. All in very good condition. Cash only.
Call 587-5068 evenings.
FOR SALE! Black mirrored liquor bar along
with two black swivel stools $100 or best
price. Call Tonjia at 681 -7412, Graduating this
quarter.
FURNITURE FOR Sale. Computer desk, like
new, perfect for dorm, 850: cushioned Swivel
Rocker 540 Call 681-4195.

140
Help Wanted

EARN SSS5. Set your own hours, gain
experience.... Sell ads tor the Southern
Reflector. Call 681 5305 for nfo. Apply now
for Winter Quarter.
WANTED! Lifeguards, Head Lifeguards, Area
Supervisors for Atlanta area! On Guard, Inc.
is accepting applications for summer employment! Call 770-638-1665! It's never to early to
reserve your place in the sun! Great pay! Convenient Locations! Certifications available!

THE SOUTHERN Reflector is now accepting
applications foe writers and photographers for
winter quarter. Please call 681-5305 for more
information.
EARN
S750-51500/WEEK
Raise all the money your student group needs
by sponsoring a VISA fundraiser on your campus. No investment & very little time needed.
There's no obligation, so why not call for information today.
1-800-323-8454x95

86 TOYOTA MR2 good running condition,
red, cold A/C, cruise, Kenwood CD Player
OBO. $2300 Call 871-4218.

FOR SALE. Playstation Final Fantasy 7 530
OBO. Call Orris at 764-9280. Please leave a
message.

93 KAWASKAI $1600. New motor, tires,
brakes, handlebars: grips, sprockets, and
chain. Call 681-2461.

GETTING MARRIED? Beautiful white long
sleeve with long train wedding dress. Veil is
included. Valued at $1,100. will sell for $300
please call 489-6599.

MERCURY SABLE GS 1990 92k miles. New
A/C Loaded excellent condition, $2800 obo
call 871-7293 evenings.
NISSAN SENTRA GXE 1995, black, 31k.
Includes automatic transmission, power windows, power doors, cruise control, am/fm stereo. $8995 OBO.

Auto Parts, Repair
TOOLBOX, UNITED Welding Service. 5150
Fits full size Ford or Chevy Call 681 -2461.

DORM ROOM refridyerator like brand new for
sale- Only $65 Call 871-5078.

Biology lab glasses for sale. PAID 811 at the
Bookstore, will sell for $5. Used only once
Call or leave message for Renee'. 871 -3918
FOR SALE Nintendo 64, 3 games and one
memory card. 5225 Please call 681-7909
leave a message.
FOR SALE: Nintendo 64. 1 controller.
memory card. Turok ANS. Super Mario 64
games for S200. Call 681-7909 and leave a
message for Robbie.
FOR SALE: Playstation Final Fantasy 7. S30
OBO Call Orris 764-9280 Please leave a message.
FOR SALE: Nintendo 64. 1 controller, memory card. Turok and ANS Super Mario 64
games for S200. Call 681-7909 and leave a
message for Robbie.

190
Personal
LATRIEVIA WITH all of my heart, you mean
the world to me. POOKA.
LATRIEVIA WITH all of my heart, you mean
the world to me. Pooka.

GIANT NUTRG Hybrid Bicycle. Chromoly
frame. Suntour components. Quick Release
everything. Needs new shifter. Paid 5400.
asking $80. Call Sam at 688-2707.

WILL TYPE papers, reports, resumes. Last
minute requests no problem. Quick turnaround. Call (912) 865-2796 or 681-5384 Kristi.

200
Pets & Supplies
31/2 FOOT Ball Python for sale. Call 6817909 leave a message.
FEMALE ROTTWEILER with papers for sale.
Can't have pets, must sell. S100. Call 8525219.

SPRING BREAK Jamaica 7 nts Atlanta from
$530 ea. 10 years experience, All taxes included. Free ReggaeJAM Spring Break info
24 hrs daily. Operators 9-6. (800) U REGGAE
or (800) 873-4423. email jammon@gte.net

/ FUN & STUFF

LOOKING FOR someone to carpool with for
Thanksgiving and/or Christmas. (Headed 95 N
to Virginia) Calf 681-7909. Leave a message.
#1 SPRING BREAK"DON'T GET
BURNED" SunSplash Tours! THE
RELIABLE SPRING BREAK CO. 12 YRS.
EXP. Hot destinations! LOW PRICES! FREE
trips, parties-drinks!!!!! SunSplash 1800-4267710 www.sunsplashtours.com

310
Wanted

TYPING. LESSON PLANS, term papers, Etc..
Overnight. GSU Secretary. Call Brenda, 4893364.

250
Sports & Stuff

LOOKING FOR College Grads- Call the Right
Connection at 842-2617 after 3.00pm
WANTED TO BUY: Small Roll-top desk or
"Secretary." Call Autrey Moore@681-0262.

BASEBALL CARDS for sale - Kirby Puckett,
Dwight Gooden, Darryl Strawberry, Felix
Jones, Andy Benes, Ken Hill, Jimmy Key,
Alan Trammel, Eric Davis. Call Renee 8713918.
CARDIO FIT for sale. Never used. $100. 912865-2796 leave message.

1ST MONTH free rent. No deposit required.
Sublease my one bedroom apartment at Pinehaven call Julio at 681-4680. Available
A.S.A.P. Hurry will go fast.

EXERCISE EQUIPMENT. Total body workout
paid $300 will sell for $50. 1 year old call 4898935.

2 BEDROOM 2 Bathroom Apartment for rent.
Newly renovated lease negotiable. Call 8715373.

320
Word Processingflyping
NEED SOMETHING typed and spell-checked
on the computer. Must be legible and in order.
$1 per double spaced page. Call or leave
message -- Renee 871-3918.

EXERCISE EQUIPMENT- Total body workout, paid $300 will sell for $150. 1 Year old
Call 489-8935.

APARTMENTS FOR RENT. 2BR/2BA, $500
per month. Available starting winter 98 quarter. Call Dr.. Ray Landry at 681-0894 or Norma Woods at 681-2440 or 681-9473.

HELP WANTED

DUPLEX, 2BR, 1BA, and 1 BR apartment.
Both available Winter Quarter. Pets allowed.
Call 681-1252.
2-1 bedroom apartments for sub-lease ASAP.
These are nice, clean apartments that are
close to cam,pus. Rent is only $310 a month.
For more information call Angela at 681 -7431.

WEBMASTER POSITION AVAILABLE:
Student Publications is looking for a new
Online Editor. Our web site is comprised of over
1000 html pages. 10 or more html pages are added
to that site every week. Check it out:
www.stp.gasou.edu

HURRY THIS will go fast! Sublease my very
spacious apartment. A.S.A.P. at Hawthorne
Ct.. Last month rent is free! Call Stephanie at
871-7950! Apartment available winter Quarter.
WANTED: SAMOAN to take over lease winter
and spring quarter. $240 a mth, Call 6818980.
REASONABLE RENTALS
764-5003
B/F NEEDED to sublease Spring thru Summer Qtr. 3BR, 2BA Nice, clean Park Place
Apartment, rent is S233/mth. Already
furnished and separate phone lines. No pets,
nice, clean roommates. Cal Shadale @ 6818684.

To be eligible you must:
• Know HTML
• Be able to create web graphics
• Have ADVANCED knowledge of computers
• Know the Macintosh environment
or be willing to learn
• Be able to work at least 15 hours a week

1 BEDROOM Apartment in Pine Haven apartment complex. Available Winter and Spring.
Close to campus but away from the noisy hustle and bustle of those other apartment complexes.Please call 871-5514 for more information.

ATTENTION: INTERNATIONAL Co. expanding with mail order. 5499-$7999 PT/FT Local
Training available. Free info call 1-800-5850652,.

NINTENDO 64 for sale, includes 5 games, extra controller, memory card, and cable adaptor. S250 OBO. Call Billy at 871-6523 for details.

1984 300ZX, t-tops. 5-speed. new tires & battery, dependable, runs great. $2250. Call 5872369 leave message.

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT available
Winter quarter at Pinehaven. Nice quiet, Call
871-3670. Ask Billy or leave a message.

WANTED: SOMEONE to take over lease winter and spring quarter. 8240/mth. Call 6818980.

SEIZED CARS from S175. Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys, BMW's. Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WD's. Your Area. Toll Free 1 800-218-900 Ext. A 7828 for current
listings.

NISSAN SENTRA GXE, 1995 Black, 31,000
Miles. Auto Transmission, Power windows.
Power Doorlocks, Cruise Control. AM/FM.
58995 OBO.

PAPERS,
REPORTS,
Term
Papers,
Resumes, etc., Last minute no problem.
(Kristi) 681-5384 or home 865-2796. Leave a
message.

! BEDROOM Available in 3 Bedroom House.
$150 per month + 1/3 utilities. Call 489-4063
Leave a message.

160
Miscellaneous for Sale

FREE CAR!! Not really, asking only $800.
Audi 5000 Turbo. Lots of work done but want
another car. Sunroof, automatic everything.
Call 764-3653 and ask for Lee.

ALTERATIONS. Expert Alterations, prompt
service, very reasonable prices. Call Dee
Washington at 912-764-7200.

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT extra, clean
new carpet. Close to campus. No deposit required. $315 + utilities. Available Dec. '97 in
Stadium Place. Call 871-3507.

COMPUTER AND Playstation games for sale.
Many titles available. Everyone still in the box
call for titles and prices. 681-4141.

TWIN BED for sale only 530. Call 681^2350.

BEST HOTELS, LOWEST PRICES. ALL
SPRINGBREAK
locations. Cancun, Jamaica, from S399, Florida, from $89, Texas, Mazatlan, Bahamas.
Register your group or be our Campus Rep.
800-327-6013 www.icpt.com

PINE HAVEN sublease, winter quarter. One
bedroom apartment with sofa and refrigerator.
5275 a month. Great for one person. Call
6781-1479 or E-mail.

290
Travel

Visit our Web site for list of places to visit and
things to do that are both educational and fun.
On-line at
http://www.stp.gasou.edu/funstuff/

240
Services

APT. FOR sublease in Park Place. Available
December 6. Large bedroom, own bathroom
only $212 a month! Will furnish if needed. Call
Nacole Guyton, 681-6455 leave a message.

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT for rent. Extra
clean and close to campus. New carpet. $315
a mth + utilities. Available Jan 1998 at Stadium Place. Call 871-3507.

a

processed
55 "Divine Poems"
poet
58 Male turkeys
60 Pekoe and
darjeeling
62 Buddy
63 TheGieatest

WM ROOMMATE needed to share 4bd-3ba
apartment in Towne Club. Fully furnished.
Free South Georgia membership S220 a mth
+1/4 utilities. Call Brian 681-9108 move-in
A.S.A.P.

PLAYER'S CLUB Sublease winter quarter.
2BR townhouse. 21/2 bath with W/D, DW,
Refrigerator, Microwave. Call 871-6501 or
681-7169 leave a message.

FOR SALE. 386 computer windows, word, internet access, and other software. $100 obo.
Call Orris at 764-9280 Please leave a message.

a
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WF ROOMMATE needed to share 2BR/1BA
Duplex in nice, quiet neighborhood near the
mall.
Fully furnished
except bedroom.
$200/mth. + 1/2 utilities. Call 489-6599.

FREE DEPOSIT. I need someone to sublease
my one bedroom one bathroom apartment,
winter and spring and summer quarters. Rent
is $325 a month Eagle Villas Call 681-3242.

FOR SALE 386 computer, windows, word, internet access, and other software. $100 OBO.
Call Orris 764-9280. Please leave a message.
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3 BEDROOM house fully furnished. Looking
for 2 roommates ASAP. S250 per month and
your % of the utilities. Contact Jeremy at 4893936.

220
Rentals & Real Estate

1ST MONTH Free Rent. No Deposit required,
Sublease My 1 bedroom Apartment. Available
A.S.A.P at Pinehaven. Call Julio at 681-4680
Hurry this will go fast.

d V
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230
Roommates

Only three people will be invited for an interview.
Apply online at: www.stp.gasou.edu/hireme/
deadline Jan. 29, 1998 at 5pm.
Do not call or visit the office about the job!

WF ROOMMATE needed to share 4BR/3BA
Apartment
in a great neighborhood near
Golds and South Georgia fitness. Fully furnished $262.50 a mth. Call 871-5932.
ROOMMATE NEEDED: for 14x70 mobile
home. Includes washer/dryer. 2BA/2BA, big
kitchen. Must be a non-smoker, no pets. $175
a mth + 1/2 utilities. I do all of the cooking. Female preferred.
FEMALE NEEDED to share 2 BR/2BA trailer
only 2 miles from campus. $250 per mth includes all utilities. Non-smoker preferred. For
more information call Rebecca at 681-1448.

"MElCgHR^Ni^t-ES presents <>A»H*r true AesaiprienofThe pain -rW is rw life.

\T LOflS SUCH ft f^Ul6Ai
mY6«ffl0l>1&Kftfli

B/F NEEDED to sublease Spring thru Summer Otrs. 3 BR/2BA nice, clean apartment in
Park Place. Rent is $233 per mth. Al;ready
furnished and separate phone lines. No pets,
nice, clean, roommates. Call Shadale @ 6819684,
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed. 4 bedrooms
and 2 bathrooms. $230 a mth + utilities. Great
roommates. Must move! Call 681-2085 for
more details!

%^%?^5<S^

MALE
ROOMMATE needed
to share
2BR/2BA Hawthorne II Apartment for Spring
Quarter. S290/mth + 1/2 utilities. Call Mike or
Lee at 681-6725. Leave a message if not
home.

IT^lCflH^rMTHnT

SWF NEEDED to share 3BR/2BA trailer
S150/mth. private bath. 1/3 electric bill No
Water. Call 488-2452 for details.

HflDWS...

SWF NEEDED to take over lease starting winter. Rent 5225 a month S150 deposit in Plantation Villas. There is a washer and dryer call
immediately.681-9881

WM?

SWF NEEDED to take over lease in a 3 bedroom house. Call Lou for more information call
681-7844
WF NEEDED to take over lease starting winter quarter. 3 BR low utilities, S175 per mth.
Ask for Jarrad or leave a message

ibswiciwriiisiw

WF NEEDED to take over lease starting winter qtr. 3 BR. low utilities S75 per month. Ask
tor Jarrad or leave a message.681 -5731
SWF NEEDED to take over lease starting winter. Rent S225a mth. S150 deposit in Plantation Villas. Includes Washer & Dryer. Call 6819881 immediately

. or AcrT*

2 WF roommates needed ASAP for four bedroom apartment in Bermuda run. All rooms
are furnished except bedrooms. Great roommates. Pease call Nikki Butler 681-9410 or
Leah Harper 681-9852.
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Sunday
12:00am to 10:00pm

2 College Plaza

UP TO A $1.50 VALUE

Next To Good Will

(912)681-1942

WAREHOUSE

FREE

0x

JL •

WS

2 WS

(Largest Selection in Town)
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43P^IP!PEr Thursday:
■""■*MqJ« LADIES NIGHT

Friday:

*t

PLAYSTATION

We Have Moved To a New Location!
1S»*> Northside Drive East • Statesboro - 489-4279

(912) 489-8813,764-5536

-r,

-t

New Arrivals

Open Daily:
11:30 am -10:30 pm

Located by Winn-Dixie.
Next to Dollar General

t

;J Located 301 South
'it

681-9000

(75 PITCHERS

j?
a-

MECHANICAL BULL
NO LADIES CHARGE
LADIES RIDE FREE

(75 PITCHERS

•¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥»¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥♦
SONIC WRAPS IT UP THIS JANUARY. SIX COMBOS
AND ONE DINNER, I'LL TAKE IT!

JANUARY SPECIALS
(F) • Brown Bag Spedal

DRIVE-IN
322 South Main
"Everything you're hungry tor"" DRIVE-THRU
Offers Not Good With Any Other Coup

• 2 Deluxe Sonic Burgers

-Offers

(A) • Deluxe Sonic Burger . ■
• Large French Fries
'.
•Large 32 oz. Soft Drink

• 2 Large French Fries
• 2 Medium 20 oz. Soft Drinks

(G) • Chicken Strip Dinner

Named by the Atlanta Constitutions as

THE BEST BARBECUE IN GEORGIA

OFFER ENDS: JANUARY 30. 1998

(D) 'Breaded Chick-Filet Sandwich
•Large French Fries
-^
•Large 32 oz. Soft Drink

(B) • Ex-Long Chili Cheese Cone
•Large French Fries
•Large 32 oz. Soft Drink

Downtown
22 West Vine St
Specializing in

(E) •Double Meat Double Cheeseb
. 'Large French Fries
• Large 32 oz. Soft Drink

1-

(C) • Country Fried Steak Sandwic
•Large French Fries
•Large 32 oz. Soft Drink

Vandy's Barbecue
2 Locations to Serve you:

COOKING

Statesboro Mall
Breakfast, Lur
& Dinner

iiiiwuiifiimmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiT

Bring your
Dinner Date to:
Mugs & Movies
Now Serving:
Sandwiches • Salads
Pizza • Appetizers
and more!
All

restaurant

STATESBORO MALL

44

221 N. Main • Statesboro, GA
764-2316

NOW PLAYING:

Wed -1/2 pound ground
sirloin w/ potato & salad bar

Mon - Hamburger
Combo w/ choice of
potato

Tommorrow • •>
Never Dies

Show times 4:00pm, 7:00pm & 9:45pm

fciiitiMitiiiinmifiwiimittiiiiiniiirt

r Thurs - Fried fillet of sea trout
w/ potato & salad bar
Fri & Sat.-Shrimp Scampi
•£££ Chicken Fetticini Alfredo
1
w/ a choice of potato, salad,
and dinner bread.
*

Tues - Chicken Fingers
with potato
& salad bar

THE RIB CAGE
#13 COLLEGE PLAZA • STATESBORO
:■■■,•■■-..•

Mon:
Tues:

■■:•■•

C

TAKE OUT ONLY!
jLt,
HOURS
• Monday-Thursday;! 0:30am - 9:00pm • Friday- Saturday 10:30am- 10:30pm

E

JOfNTHESTAMPEDEFOR LUNCH-'

With purchase of any large order get a
FREE large !f#:^"^^fi
With purchase of rib sandwich or
quarter chicken get a FREE small tea
muni

A ^ F

Wed:
Thur:
Buy 1 lunch entree, Get 1 FREE Fri:
Lunch specials and 25c wings are void from offer |
Sat:
Valid Mon-Fri: 11:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
,
Sun:
Buffalo's Cafe-Coupon Required-Expires 1-31-98 |

Monday - Friday 25$ wings
from 3p.m.-5p.m.
Nothing Fancy. Just Good Food.

The zvorld's best wings, rotisserie chicken, soup, salads, sandwiches & burgers
120 Lanier Drive., Statesboro, GA(1/4 mi from GSU's Paulson Stadium) 681-3030
Mon-Fri lir30am-lam « Sat ll:30am-12am « Sun. ll:3Gam-10pm

■ iiiitniiiiimimiiiiiiiiiiiimmiimiiiinimiiiiiiim
Thur., Jan. 8, Sun., Jan. 11

EAGLE CINEMA
AT THE RUSSELL UNION

A Division of Student Affair:

For more info,
call 681 -0399

IIIIIIHL

Nightly Entertainment

LIVE Trivia Night
12 oz Ribeye with 3 sides only $8.95
Kids Eat Free
LIVE Sports Trivia
Bash Night: All You Can Eat Wings
6-10 p.m. $7.95
Karaoke
J Cronicale
The Drunks
Shannon Tanner - 250 Wings until 5 p.m.
250 Wings until 5p.m., Kids Eat Free

mm IE

Soul
Food
Showing at 7:00 P.M.

Mon.. Jan. 12. Wed.. Jan 14
& Thur.. Jan 15

m SPIHE-TIHGUNG EXCITEMENT!
An Unbelievably
Powerful Film!"

HARRISON FORD

AIR
FORCE
ONE
Showing at 7:00 P.M.

<

